The physics of computed radiography: measurements of pulse height spectra of photostimulable phosphor screens using prompt luminescence.
Computed radiography (CR) is a digital technology that employs reusable photostimulable phosphor (PSP) imaging plates (IP) to acquire radiographic images. In CR, the x-ray attenuation pattern of the imaged object is temporarily stored as a latent charge image within the PSP. The latent image is optically readout as photostimulated luminescence (PSL) when the phosphor is subsequently stimulated using a scanning laser. The multiple stages necessary to create a CR image make it difficult to investigate either experimentally or theoretically. In order to examine the performance of the CR system at a fundamental level separate measurements of the processes involved are desirable. Here pulse height spectroscopy is used to study the prompt violet light emission or prompt luminescence (PL) from commercial PSP screens. Since the mechanism by which light escapes from the phosphor is identical for PL and PSL, observations and conclusions based on the pulse height spectra (PHS) of PL are relevant to the understanding of the behavior of the PSL light emission that outputs the radiographic image in CR. The PL PHS of screens of different thickness and optical properties were measured and compared with the PHS of conventional phosphors. A new method for calibration of the PHS in terms of the absolute number of optical photons per x-ray is introduced and compared to previously established methods.